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Auction

Nestled amidst the leafy grace of Daisy Hill, the residence at 474 Springwood Road emerges as a masterpiece of

architectural ingenuity and natural splendour. This distinctive A-frame abode, masterfully constructed with the finest

Cyprus pine, offers a living experience that seamlessly blends the rustic charm of the countryside with the refined

comforts of modern living. Occupying a generous 1968 sqm parcel in one of the most coveted streets near the prestigious

John Paul College, this property stands as a serene sanctuary, offering an idyllic retreat from the hustle and bustle of daily

life.Upon entering, you are immediately enveloped in the inviting warmth of the Cyprus pine-panelled living area, where

every detail has been carefully curated to foster an atmosphere of relaxation and warmth. The luxurious carpet

underfoot, combined with an air-conditioning system, creates a haven of comfort regardless of the season. The expansive

floor-to-ceiling picture frame windows bathe the space in a soft, natural light, enhancing the intricate grain of the pine and

casting a serene glow across the room. Venetian blinds offer both privacy and the flexibility to adjust the ambiance to your

liking.Central to the living space is an enchanting fireplace, promising cozy evenings and a focal point for family

gatherings. Adjacent, the ceramic-tiled bar area, replete with saloon-style doors and a timber, blending seamlessly with

the modern amenities to create a space that is both functional and visually stunning.Ascending the hardwood timber

staircase, you're led to the sanctity of the private quarters on the top floor, where the continuity of Cyprus pine and

hardwood floors weaves a thread of unity through the home's design. The master suite is a study in tranquillity, with

soaring ceilings and expansive sliding windows framing verdant vistas and inviting in a dance of light and shadow. The

gentle whir of the ceiling fan and the mirrored built-in wardrobes add layers of convenience and elegance to this restful

haven.The ensuite bathroom, a symphony of ceramic tiling and Cyprus pine panelling, offers a spa-like escape, with a

detachable showerhead and a standalone bath promising moments of blissful relaxation. The separate toilet enhances

functionality and privacy, ensuring a seamless blend of form and function.The additional bedroom whisper stories of

comfort and serenity, with plush carpets, Cyprus pine doors, and a private balcony offering secluded views of the lush

landscape. Meticulously designed to provide a personal retreat, complete with ceiling fans and glass sliding doors that

invite the outside in.The heart of the home, the kitchen, stands as a testament to functionality and style, with a breakfast

bar-style countertop and an integrated wraparound dining table fostering connectivity and culinary creativity.Beyond the

interior lies a verdant paradise, where multiple relaxation zones beckon amidst the manicured gardens. The in-ground

spa, encircled by bespoke decking and a patio, offers a secluded nook for unwinding under the stars. The timber patio,

adorned with shade awnings, creates an al fresco sanctuary perfect for dining, entertaining, or simply revelling in the

tranquillity of your private oasis.Practicality is woven into the fabric of this property, with side access and a double

carport ensuring ease of living. The inclusion of a garden shed provides a discreet solution for storage, maintaining the

aesthetic integrity of your outdoor space.474 Springwood Road is not merely a house; it is a beacon of lifestyle and luxury

for those who seek harmony with nature, the tactile beauty of Cyprus pine, and the convenience of proximity to

educational excellence like John Paul College. This property is a rare offering that melds the allure of rustic elegance with

the sophistication of modern living, making it a compelling proposition for those who demand the very best.Make no

mistake, this property will sell on or before April 6th under the hammer. So don't miss this opportunity to make this

property your own!


